
ASCIRA Global Compensation Plan



WELCOME TO ASCIRA

ASCIRA is a global direct sales/network marketing company, committed to making
a difference in how people connect and interact worldwide, by offering Virtual,
Digital and Physical products. ASCIRA offers the most rewarding compensation
plan for its Independent Marketing Associates.
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Congratulations on your decision to become an Independent 
Marketing Associate (IMA) with ASCIRA.

ASCIRA has developed a modern and advanced business model with a global vision
of going BEYOND A BILLION members by the year 2030.



To build the initial Global
Marketing Team consisting of
Customers and Independent
Marketing Associates, which
will be the foundation for the
next stage.

To incorporate an e-Commerce
platform where companies
worldwide can offer their products
to ASCIRA members at exclusive
discounts and rewards.

To offer a Social Media Community where its
Members can invite an unlimited number of
friends to communicate with each other. A
place where they can create chat groups,
share information, post photos, send text
messages, enjoy games, have access to
digital products and services, and have
access to fantastic discounts and rewards.

PHASEPHASE

THE PLAN

PHASE

ONE

TWO THREE



An IMA is identified as an independent contractor who acts as an intermediary between the
Company and the potential new customer and/or other Independent Marketing Associates. IMAs
can market the ASCIRA products/services, enroll new customers, as well as sponsor new IMAs.

The agreement and relationship made between the Company and the IMA shall not constitute nor
create a claim that the IMA is an employer/employee, agency, partnership, franchise, or have any
joint venture relationship with/of the Company. IMAs will abide by the Company’s terms and
conditions and applicable laws on the acquisition, receipt, holding, selling, marketing, and
advertising of the Company’s products and business opportunity.

An IMA is an individual of at least (18) years of age who have purchased an associate pack and
agrees to be verified as such with a KYC application, understands qualification requirements, and
has completed the registration portal accessed through their personalized web-link.

DEFINITIONS

A customer is an individual who purchases any of the products/services directly from the 
Company at retail value for their personal use and benefit.

INDEPENDENT MARKETING ASSOCIATES  (IMA)

CUSTOMER



COMPANY PRODUCTS

30 days 
access to 

ASCIRA Academy
Retail $129

$99
30-days access to 

Smart Travel

360 Smart 
Travel Credits

Retail $120

$139
ASCIRA Academy 
and Smart Travel

30 days 
access to 

Smart Travel
Retail $129.00

ASCIRA will continually develop new and innovative products and services to 
add to its Virtual, Digital and Physical Inventory.

IMA MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION

$99
30-days access 

to ASCIRA Academy



Customers have the option to purchase any of the IMA packs. This will qualify them as an
IMA. IMA Packs can be purchased individually or consecutively in the corresponding
sequence (lowest to highest) at any time. Each IMA pack can only be purchased once.

Only qualified IMAs are eligible to earn commissions, bonuses, and prizes based on the
volume generated from the total sales of the organizations through retail sales, IMA sales,
and monthly subscriptions. Commissions are available only to those who have accepted and
agreed to become an IMA, and they are subject to complying with the qualification
requirements within the terms and conditions of the compensation plan.

IMA PACKS

ASSOCIATE PREMIUM SUPERIOR ULTIMATE

$199 $699 $1,699 $2,499

1 Marketing 
Centers

2 Marketing 
Centers

3 Marketing 
Centers

3 Marketing 
Centers

2 months 
Smart Travel

3 months 
Smart Travel

4 months 
Smart Travel

6 months 
Smart Travel

2 months 
ASCIRA Academy

3 months 
ASCIRA Academy

4 months  
ASCIRA Academy

6 months  
ASCIRA Academy

$29 Virtual 
Management 

System

$29 Virtual 
Management 

System

$29 Virtual 
Management 

System

$29 Virtual  
Management  

System

$49 Digital 
Business Kit

$49 Digital 
Business Kit

$49 Digital 
Business Kit

1 Convention Ticket
2 VIP Convention  

Tickets

2 Mentorship  
Training at 

Live  Events

The Company does not guarantee any kind of income. The success of the IMA shall vary and is dependent upon,
but not limited to: their efforts and skill set, time invested in developing their business and, most importantly, the
volume produced within their own personal sales organizations.



THE BUSINESS
MARKETING MODEL

MARKETING
TEAM

SOCIAL MEDIA  
COMMUNITY e-COMMERCE

By connecting these three major industries,
ASCIRA offers an excellent opportunity for
billions of members to enjoy great benefits,
exclusive rewards and at the same time, build
a part-time or full-time income to create a
better future and lifestyle.

The ASCIRA Global Compensation Plan is
based on the understanding of people’s
needs, knowledge, experience, abilities, and
most importantly, their desire to succeed and
go beyond the extra mile to live a fulfilling life.
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ASCIRA offers three of the most powerful industries in 
the world today under one Business Marketing Model



DEVELOPING
A SALES ORGANIZATION

Direct Sales  

Teamwork  

Leadership

An IMA may develop a personal sales
organization within the ASCIRA
business platform by making an initial
purchase of any of the Company’s IMA
packs. By maintaining an active and
qualified status each calendar month,
an IMA will be eligible to earn
commissions and bonuses based on
the entire sales organization activity
and sales volume.

The 
ASCIRA Global 
Compensation Plan is 
based on three areas of 
potential income



#1. Retail Bonus – Earn 20%
The enrollment of customers will generate retail sales commissions. Customers positioned in
the personal Uni-level structure of the enroller in their own sales organization. Customers are
not entitled to earn any commission.

#2. Direct Sponsor Bonus - Earn 15% 

All IMAs will receive a 15% direct sponsor bonus from IMA pack sales.

DIRECT SALES BONUS



*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

TEAM BONUS TABLE

Percent Rank

Level 1 5% IMA

Level 2 5% IMA

Level 3 4% IMA

Level 4 4% IMA

Level 5 3% IMA

Level 6 3% IMA

Level 7 3% IMA

Level 8 3% IMA

Level 9 2% Bronze

Level 10 1% Silver

Level 11 1% Gold

Level 12 1% Platinum & Above

TEAM BONUS

#3. Team Bonus
Up to 35% maximum to 12 levels deep

The team bonus is a commission that is calculated when IMAs in your personal sales 
organization purchase any of the available IMA Packs.

Commissions are generated daily on the sales volume and paid on the first eight (8) levels of 
your personal sales organization to all active IMAs regardless of the IMA's monthly ranking.

Additional levels of commissions will become available once an IMA has achieved a qualified 
leadership rank during the calendar month. This commission becomes payable as soon as the 
IMA has completed the qualified leadership rank, and it will continue to calculate for the 
remainder of that qualifying month and the following calendar month.

Commissions are calculated only on those new IMA packs that are of equal or lower value than 
the IMA packs purchased by the enrolling IMA.



*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

TEAM BONUS

#4. PLACEMENT SALES VOLUME BONUS
Up to 35% maximum to 12 levels deep

The placement sales volume bonus is calculated from all IMAs that are placed within the 
entire personal sales organization once they have purchased any of the available IMA Packs or 
with the purchase of the monthly subscription program. Commissions are calculated daily on 
the sales volume generated.

Commissions are calculated monthly on the sales volume generated and paid on the first eight 
(8) levels of the sales organization to all active IMAs regardless of the IMAs' monthly ranking.

Additional levels of commissions become available once an IMA has achieved qualified 
leadership rank during the calendar month. This commission becomes payable as soon as the 
IMA has completed the qualified leadership rank, and it will continue to calculate for the 
remainder of that qualifying month and the following calendar month.

TEAM BONUS TABLE

Percent Rank

Level 1 5% IMA

Level 2 5% IMA

Level 3 4% IMA

Level 4 4% IMA

Level 5 3% IMA

Level 6 3% IMA

Level 7 3% IMA

Level 8 3% IMA

Level 9 2% Bronze

Level 10 1% Silver

Level 11 1% Gold

Level 12 1% Platinum & Above



*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

TEAM BONUS

#5. MONTHLY SUBSCRIPTION BONUS
Up to 35% - maximum to 12 levels deep

The monthly subscription bonus is calculated from all IMAS that participate in the USD 99 
monthly subscription program within the entire sales organization. Commissions are 
calculated monthly on the first 12 levels of the entire sales organization.

Commissions are generated monthly on the sales volume generated and paid on the first eight 
(8) levels of the sales organization to all active IMAs regardless of the IMAs' monthly ranking.

Additional levels of commissions become available once an IMA has achieved a qualified 
leadership rank during the calendar month. This commission becomes payable as soon as the 
IMA has completed the qualified leadership rank, and it will continue to calculate for the 
remainder of that qualifying month and the following calendar month

Monthly Subscription Bonus Table

Percent Rank

Level 1 5% IMA
Level 2 5% IMA
Level 3 4% IMA
Level 4 4% IMA
Level 5 3% IMA
Level 6 3% IMA
Level 7 3% IMA
Level 8 3% IMA
Level 9 2% Bronze
Level 10 1% Silver
Level 11 1% Gold
Level 12 1% Platinum & Above



To qualify as a Bronze, an IMA must have at least three (3) personally enrolled/sponsored customers
or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 5,000 PGQV (Personal Group Qualifying Volume) during
one calendar month from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a
maximum of 50% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored Active IMA.

A qualified Bronze is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 250. To receive this
bonus, the IMA must qualify for this rank within the FIRST 30 days from the date of registration with
the Company. The qualification can be achieved and recognized any time after the first 30 days,
however, will not be eligible for this bonus.

#6. MATCHING BONUS

The matching bonus is calculated and based on the total amount of commissions received by
the personally sponsored IMAs from their entire personal sales organization (including the
placed sales volume bonus), purchase of the IMA Packs, and the monthly subscription
program.

*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

TEAM BONUS

BRONZE

#7. RANK ADVANCEMENT BONUS 

The leadership rank advancement bonus is a one-time bonus payable to IMAs upon each
qualified rank advancement. An IMA has the opportunity to build a large sales organization of
customers and IMAs, and to develop leaders and earn up to USD 2,000,000 through the
leadership rank advancement bonus. Commissions and bonuses are subject to individual
efforts in sharing and selling the products/services, building a sales organization, and, equally
importantly, the sales volume of your business.

LEADERSHIP BONUS

Up to 50% - 3 levels deep

Matching Bonus Table

Associate Executive Premium Supreme Rank
Level 1 10% 20% 30% 30% IMA
Level 2 10% 10% 10% IMA
Level 3 5% 10% IMA



To qualify as a Silver, an IMA must have at least four (4) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or
IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 15,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total sales
volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 50% of the PGQV deriving from one
(1) personally sponsored Active IMA.
A qualified Silver is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 750. To receive this bonus,
the IMA must qualify for this rank within the FIRST 60 days from the date of registration with the
Company. The qualification can be achieved and recognized any time after the first 60 days; however, it
will not be eligible for this bonus.

To qualify as a Gold, an IMA must have at least five (5) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or
IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 30,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total sales
volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 50% of the PGQV deriving from one
(1) personally sponsored Active IMA.
A qualified Gold is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 1,200. To receive this bonus,
the IMA must qualify for this rank within the FIRST 90 days from the date of registration with the
Company. The qualification can be achieved and recognized any time after the first 90 days; however, it
will not be eligible for this bonus.

To qualify as a Platinum, an IMA must have at least six (6) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or
IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 45,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total sales
volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 50% of the PGQV deriving from one
(1) personally sponsored Active IMA.
A qualified Platinum is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 1,800. To receive this
bonus, the IMA must qualify for this rank within the FIRST 120 days from the date of registration with the
Company. The qualification can be achieved and recognized any time after the first 120 days; however, it
will not be eligible for this bonus.

SILVER

GOLD

PLATINUM

DOUBLE  PLATINUM
To qualify as a Double Platinum, an IMA must have at least seven (7) personally enrolled/sponsored
Customers or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 90,000 PGQV during one calendar month from
the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 50% of the PGQV
deriving from one (1) personally sponsored Active IMA.
A qualified Double Platinum is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 3,000. To receive
this bonus, the IMA must qualify for this rank within the FIRST 150 days from the date of registration with
the Company. The qualification can be achieved and recognized any time after the first 150 days:
however, it will not be eligible for this bonus.

TEAM BONUS



An IMA may combine and accumulate monthly 
sales volumes within the described time frame in
order to achieve Elite Club level.

Example A:

First Month (30 days): 4,000 in sales volume (did not qualify Bronze)

Second Month (60 days): 5,000 in sales volume

… total for two months = 9,000

The total sales volume qualifies the IMA with the
rank of Bronze; however, no bonus is payable to the
IMA as the rank was achieved outside the 30-day
timeframe.

Example B:

First Month (30 days): 4,000 in sales volume (did not qualify Bronze)

Second Month (60 days): 11,000 in sales volume

… total two months = 15,000

The total sales volume qualifies the IMA with the
rank of Silver; bonus of USD 750 is payable to the
IMA as the rank was achieved inside the 60-day
timeframe.

Example C:

First Month (30 days): 15,000 in sales volume (qualified as Bronze and 
Silver)

The total sales volume qualifies the IMA with the
rank of Silver; the bonus of USD 250 for the rank of
Bronze and USD 750 for the rank of Silver is payable
to the IMA as the ranks were achieved inside the
60-day timeframe. **Once the bonus is paid, the
volume will no longer accumulate or carry over.

The following Diamond and Ambassador Club ranks  can be achieved at any time. However, 
sales volume  is calculated only on a monthly basis, and does not accumulate or carry over to 
the next calendar month.



To qualify as a Diamond, an IMA must have at least eight (8) personally enrolled/sponsored customers
or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 150,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total
sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 40% of the PGQV deriving
from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Diamond is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 10,000. To receive this
bonus, the IMA must requalify the rank at least twice in six months.

To qualify as a Double Diamond, an IMA must have at least nine (9) personally enrolled/sponsored
customers or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 300,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 40% of the
PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Double Diamond is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 20,000. To
receive this bonus, the IMA must requalify the rank at least twice in a six-month.

To qualify as a Triple Diamond, an IMA must have at least ten (10) personally enrolled/sponsored
customers or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 450,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 40% of the
PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Triple Diamond is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 30,000. To 
receive this bonus, the IMA must requalify the rank at least twice in a six-month.

To qualify as a Blue Diamond, an IMA must have at least eleven (11) personally enrolled/sponsored
customers or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 750,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 40% of the
PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Blue Diamond is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 40,000. To receive
this bonus, the IMA must requalify the rank at least twice in a six-month.

DIAMOND  CLUB

DIAMOND

DOUBLE DIAMOND

TRIPLE DIAMOND

BLUE DIAMOND
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To qualify as a Prime Ambassador, an IMA must have at least fourteen
(14) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or IMAs. It must
accumulate a minimum of 2,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a
maximum of 33% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored
Active IMA.

A qualified Prime Ambassador is eligible for a one–time rank advancement
bonus of USD 100,000. To receive this bonus, the IMA must requalify for
this rank at least twice in six months and assist in the development of at
least three (3) IMAs to qualify as Diamonds, either prior or during the
month of qualification, anywhere in their personal sales organization
structure within the 12 levels.

To qualify as a Master Ambassador, an IMA must have at least fifteen (15)
personally enrolled/sponsored customers or IMAs. It must accumulate a
minimum of 3,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total
sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of
33% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Master Ambassador is eligible for a one–time rank
advancement bonus of USD 150,000. To receive this bonus, the IMA must
requalify for this rank at least twice in a six-month period and assist in the
development of at least four (4) IMAs to qualify as Diamonds, either prior
or during the month of qualification, anywhere in their personal sales
organization structure within the 12 levels.

To qualify as a Black Diamond, an IMA must have at least twelve (12) personally enrolled/sponsored
customers or IMAs and must accumulate a minimum of 1,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of 40% of the
PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Black Diamond is eligible for a one–time rank advancement bonus of USD 50,000. To receive
this bonus, the IMA must prequalify the rank at least twice in a six months.

BLACK  DIAMOND
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DIAMOND  CLUB

PRIME
AMBASSADOR

MASTER
AMBASSADOR



To qualify as a Global Ambassador, an IMA must have at least sixteen (16)
personally enrolled/sponsored customers or IMAs. It must accumulate a
minimum of 5,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month from the total
sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with a maximum of
33% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Global Ambassador is eligible for a one–time rank
advancement bonus of USD 250,000. To receive this bonus, the IMA must
requalify for this rank at least twice in a six-month period and assist in the
development of at least five (5) IMAs to qualify as Diamonds, either prior
or during the month of qualification, anywhere in their personal sales
organization structure within the 12 levels.

To qualify as a Crown Ambassador, an IMA must have at least seventeen
(17) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or IMAs. It must
accumulate a minimum of 7,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with
a maximum of 33% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally
sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Crown Ambassador is eligible for a one–time rank
advancement bonus of USD 350,000. To receive this bonus, the IMA must
requalify for this rank at least twice in a six-month period and assist in the
development of at least six (6) IMAs to qualify as Diamonds, either prior or
during the month of qualification, anywhere in their personal sales
organization structure within the 12 levels.

To qualify as a Royal Ambassador, an IMA must have at least eighteen
(18) personally enrolled/sponsored customers or IMAs. It must
accumulate a minimum of 10,000,000 PGQV during one calendar month
from the total sales volume of the IMAs personal sales organization, with
a maximum of 33% of the PGQV deriving from one (1) personally
sponsored active IMA.

A qualified Royal Ambassador is eligible for a one–time rank advancement
bonus of USD 1,000,000. To receive this bonus, the IMA must requalify for
this rank at least twice in a six-month period and assist in the
development of at least seven (7) IMAs to qualify as Diamonds, either
prior or during the month of qualification, anywhere in their personal sales
organization structure within the 12 levels.

GLOBAL
AMBASSADOR

CROWN
AMBASSADOR

ROYAL
AMBASSADOR

AMBASSADOR  CLUB



*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

Rank Personal  
Enrolled/Sponsored PGQV One-Time 

Bonus ($)

Bronze 3 5,000 USD 250

Silver 4 15,000 USD 750

Gold 5 30,000 USD 1,200

Platinum 6 45,000 USD 1,800

Double  
Platinum 7 90,000 USD 3,000

Diamond 8 150,000 USD 10,000

Double  
Diamond 9 300,000 USD 20,000

Triple  
Diamond 10 450,000 USD 30,000

Blue  
Diamond 11 750,000 USD 40,000

Black  
Diamond 12 1,000,000 USD 50,000

Prime  
Ambassador 14 2,000,000 USD 100,000

Master  
Ambassador 15 3,000,000 USD 150,000

Global  
Ambassador 16 5,000,000 USD 250,000

Crown  
Ambassador 17 7,000,000 USD 350,000

Royal  
Ambassador 18 10,000,000 USD 1,000,000
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RANK ADVANCEMENT 
BONUS TABLE



Imagine earning a bonus each month that would allow you to live your life and dream a little
bigger! The lifestyle bonus that could be used for a new car, an exotic vacation, or remodeling
your home, the options are endless. The lifestyle bonus is calculated and paid monthly to
IMAs who achieve the rank of Silver and above, the bonus is paid respectively to the rank
achieved, in addition to all commissions/bonuses earned in that calendar month.

Rank
Personal  

Enrolled/Sponsored PGQV
Bonus
($)

Silver 4 15,000 USD  300

Gold 5 30,000 USD  450

Platinum 6 45,000 USD  700

Double  
Platinum 7 90,000 USD  950

Diamond 8 150,000 USD  1,200

Double  
Diamond 9 300,000 USD  1,500

Triple  
Diamond 10 450,000 USD  2,000

Blue  
Diamond 11 750,000 USD  2,800

Black  
Diamond 12 1,000,000 USD  3,500

Prime  
Ambassador 14 2,000,000 USD  4,500

Master  
Ambassador 15 3,000,000 USD  5,500

Global  
Ambassador 16 5,000,000 USD  6,500

Crown  
Ambassador 17 7,000,000 USD  8,000

Royal  
Ambassador 18 10,000,000 USD  10,000

LIFESTYLE BONUS TABLE
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#8. LIFESTYLE BONUS



#10. PEAK PERFORMANCE REWARDS

Qualified IMA Diamonds and above are eligible to participate in the Global Diamond Pool,
which is calculated on 3% of the entire Company’s sales volume and payable every 90 days.
The Bonus will be divided into ten parts and will be paid through a share distribution model
based on each rank.

Starting a business with ASCIRA means you join a culture dedicated to your personal and
professional development. In addition to local and national events, you can take advantage of
the unique Peak Performance Program, designed to develop you as a leader. No other
Company has a rewarding personal development system quite like this. With the Peak
Performance Program, you’ll find your path to success, from regional leadership retreats to the
Million-Dollar Club. Each event features specialized training that will give you all the tools you
need to reach the peak of your ability and performance.

*Note: This commission is only available for active IMAs that have purchased a minimum monthly subscription or that have generated  a 
minimum of $200 in retail sales during the calculating month.

Regional  
Leadership  

Retreat

Diamond  
Summit  
Retreat

Million-Dollar  
Club

GLOBAL DIAMOND POOL BONUS

RANK PERCENTAGE 
Diamond 10.0% 
Double Diamond 10.0% 
Triple Diamond 10.0% 
Blue Diamond 10.0% 
Black Diamond 10.0% 
Prime Ambassador 10.0% 
Master Ambassador 10.0% 
Global Ambassador 10.0% 
Crown Ambassador 10.0% 

Royal Ambassador 10.0% 

#9. GLOBAL DIAMOND 3% POOL BONUS



www.ascira.comwww.ascira.com

ASCIRA terms and condition and compensation plan are subject to change.  
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